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Abstract

Recent evidence suggested that neurological manifestations occur in patients with a

severe form of coronavirus disease (COVID‐19). On the basis of this issue, neurologists

are very concerned about patients with neurological disorders, especially multiple

sclerosis (MS), as consumers of immunosuppressive or immune‐modulating drugs.

Therefore, the administration of proper disease‐modifying therapies (DMTs) in MS

patients is critical during the pandemic status. On the one hand, both the autoimmune

diseases and immunosuppressive drugs increase the risk of infection due to impairment

in the immune system, and on the other hand, postponing of MS treatment has serious

consequences on the central nervous system. In the present study, we discussed recent

literature about the effect of DMTs administration on the severity of COVID‐19 in the

MS patients. Overall, it seems that DMTs do not provoke the COVID‐19 infection in the

MS patients by declining immune responses and cytokine storm. However, as a pre-

caution, the supervision of a neurologist is highly recommended.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus, a causative agent of human COVID‐19, has been de-

termined as a global pandemic by the World Health Organization

(WHO), which has spread rapidly to many countries around the

world.1 The first report of patients with severe pneumonia was

provided by Zhu et al. in January 2020. They described that patients

with pneumonia of an unknown cause were epidemiologically linked

to a seafood and wet animal wholesale market in the Wuhan pro-

vince of China.2 More than 316,732 patients around the world have

died from COVID‐19, which has become a global fear among the

community.

Coronavirus related to COVID‐19 is related to a family of be-

tacoronavirus and the same subgenus of SARS‐CoV‐1 that causes

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). On the basis of this si-

milarity, the novel coronavirus (nCoV) was named SARS‐CoV‐2.1

Despite the similarity between SARS‐CoV‐2 and betacoronavirus

that have been detected in bats, the nCoV is certainly different from

SARS‐CoV‐1 and the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus

(MERS‐CoV).3 It seems that SARS‐CoV‐2 is matched on the binding

site of the human angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2 (hACE‐2) re-

ceptor, which acquires the ability to enter the cells.1 Viral entry into

the lung causes pneumonia, which further results in mild‐to‐severe
COVID‐19. The mortality rate of COVID‐19 is between 1% and 5%,

and elderly patients with comorbidities and immune system defi-

ciency are more susceptible to nCoV.1,4

The high expression level of hACE‐2 in the olfactory bulb has

been proposed as a potential mechanism for coronavirus dis-

semination in the central nervous system (CNS).2 Recently, it has

been indicated that 36.4% of patients with COVID‐19 develop some

neurologic symptoms like headache, epilepsy, paresthesia, disturbed

consciousness, anosmia, and dysgeusia.5–7 In some patients, the

neurological symptoms are the first signs that occur.7 Patients with a

severe form of COVID‐19 most likely show neurological manifesta-

tions.6–8 The first case of a COVID‐19 patient with acute necrotizing

encephalopathy manifestation9 has strengthened this hypothesis.

Autopsy data from patients who died from COVID‐19 also revealed

brain edema and partial neuronal degeneration.10 Furthermore,
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genomic sequencing showed the presence of SARS‐CoV‐2 in the

cerebrospinal fluid of patients.11 Therefore, any pathogenicity that

impairs the integrity of the blood–brain barrier may increase the

neurological involvement in COVID‐19 patients.

To increase the survival of COVID‐19 patients with concomitant

neurological diseases, especially MS patients, neurologists are look-

ing for effective therapies. Theoretically, MS patients as consumers

of immunosuppressive or immune‐modulating drugs are at a higher

risk for COVID‐19.12 Therefore, the selection of a proper drug to

start or continue MS therapies is very important for reducing mor-

tality and morbidity in the MS patients with COVID‐19.
In the present review article, we aim to discuss recent reports

about the effect of various disease‐modifying therapies (DMTs) on

the severity of COVID‐19 or even prevention of its progression in MS

patients.

2 | IMMUNE RESPONSES IN COVID‐19
CASES

The immune responses against coronavirus include innate and

adaptive immunities. The innate immunity is the first response in the

circulatory system and peripheral tissue, especially lung alveolar.13

Lymphopenia and cytokine storm are the major hallmarks of patients

with a severe form of COVID‐19. Recently, a lower level of T‐helper
(Th) cells, dysregulation between Th1 and Th2, and an increased level

of naïve Th cells have been reported in COVID‐19 patients. In ad-

dition to lymphocytes, higher levels of B cells, innate immune cells,

and inflammatory cytokines have also been found in severe cases of

COVID‐19.14,15 In this regard, the levels of antinucleocapsid and

antispike protein antibodies were enhanced in the circulatory system

of COVID‐19 cases. A previous report has indicated that the risk of

COVID‐19 infection increases in individuals with X‐linked agamma-

globulinemia. This evidence indicates that B‐cell activity is not in-

dispensable for protection against SARS‐CoV‐2 infection.16 A recent

study on 99 patients with COVID‐19 showed the elevation of neu-

trophils (38%), IL‐6 (52%), and C‐reactive protein (CRP; 84%) versus

reduced total lymphocytes (35%).15 Other cytokines such as IL‐10,
IL‐2R, and TNF‐α have also been observed to be drastically elevated

in the severe form of COVID‐19.17

3 | THE POTENTIAL RISK OF INFECTION
IN MS PATIENTS

Both autoimmune diseases and immunosuppressive drugs increase

the risk of infection due to impairment in the immune system. Al-

though the use of immunosuppressive drugs was a major leap in the

control of MS progression, but due to the nature of these drugs, MS

patients are at a higher risk of bacterial, fungal, parasitic, and viral

infections. Studies revealed that immunosuppressive drugs increase

the risk of hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus, cytomegalovirus, and

herpes virus by leukocytosis, lymphopenia, lymphoid redistribution,

and diminishing immune surveillance in the CNS.18 Therefore, the

inflammatory status of patients before drug administration, during

consumption, and at the end of treatment should be precisely

monitored.18 It should be also noted that other factors such as older

age, sex, worse physical disability, and lower concomitant status in-

crease the risk of infection and hospitalization in MS patients.18,19 In

the current situation where COVID‐19 has rapidly spread around the

world, it could theoretically be admitted that MS patients are at a

higher risk of infection and health anxiety.20 Furthermore, during the

COVID‐19 crisis, the access of MS patients to their therapist teams,

psychologists, and physiotherapists is restricted, which exacerbates

the severity of the disease. To reduce the mental and physical

impairments in MS patients, it has been suggested that regular

exercise, yoga, and other therapeutic options such as online support

are very helpful during the pandemic condition. However, the lack of

pragmatic methods raises the concern of neurologists about severe

infections in the MS patients.20

4 | THE EFFECT OF DMTS ON MS
PATIENTS WITH COVID ‐19

We have performed a PubMed search to find articles, which have

been published recently (2019–2020), about the effect of DMTs on

the severity of COVID‐19 in MS patients.

Fingolimod (FTY720) as an agonist of sphingosine‐1‐phosphate
(S1P) receptor internalizes S1P and leads to the redistribution of

lymphocytes, thus reducing their entry into the CNS.21 It has not

been reported that FTY720 increases the infectionary rate in parti-

cipants enrolled in the initial multisite randomized phase 3 controlled

trials,22 but post‐marketing surveillance suggested that long‐term
consumption of FTY720 may increase the risk of several infections.23

Foerch et al. reported a 58‐year‐old female relapsing–remitting

multiple sclerosis (RRMS) patient with severe COVID‐19 infection

under FTY720 treatment. Five days after stopping FTY720 and

performing the necessary medical care in the intensive care unit

(ICU), the patient was transferred to a normal ward. It has been

suggested that FTY720 has complex effects on COVID‐19 through

S1P receptor. It has been shown that S1P receptor is an angiogenic

factor that improves endothelial integrity, vascular permeability, and

alveolar flooding. Furthermore, FTY720 as an immunosuppressive

agent prevents cytokine storm by reducing naïve T cells and memory

T cells. Hence, it might be considered as an effective therapy for

reducing the mortality rate of COVID‐19 cases.24

Barzegar and colleagues reported a 61‐year‐old female RRMS

patient under FTY720 therapy. The patient was transferred to the

hospital after the symptoms of relapse or pseudoexacerbation and

clinical and paraclinical findings of COVID‐19. Clinicians speculated

that the nCoV was likely to cause pseudoexacerbation or relapse

without a clear etiology in the MS case. Despite multiple comorbid-

ities in this patient, the COVID‐19 infection was resolved with a

favorable outcome.25 It seems that MS and FTY720 consumption did

not complicate the treatment procedure in COVID‐19 patients.
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Furthermore, previous studies revealed that discontinuation of im-

munotherapies such as FTY720 leads to rebound MS disease activ-

ity.26 Therefore, FTY720 cessation may initiate severe relapse in MS

patients with COVID‐19.
Valencia‐Sanchez et al. reported a 58‐year‐old female patient

with RRMS who was hospitalized in the ICU due to acute respiratory

distress syndrome (ARDS). FTY720 as a main used drug in the last

4 years was stopped and one dose of tocilizumab was administered

intravenously. As a result, the levels of IL‐6, CRP, ferritin, D‐dimer,

and lactate dehydrogenase were dramatically enhanced in the pa-

tient. After more than 6 days, all the markers were reduced and there

was an improvement in the infection. It has been suggested that

FTY720 suppresses the immune system through egressing of lym-

phocytes from secondary lymphoid organs into the circulation and

initiates the severe form of COVID‐19.27

Borriello et al. reported a 48‐year‐old male RRMS patient under

natalizumab treatment who tested positive for nCoV. They indicated

that the patient recovered without any complications. After recovery,

treatment was followed by extended interval dosing of natalizumab

without any new symptoms.28

Novi et al. reported a 58‐year‐old male patient with primary

progressive MS under periodic 6‐month ocrelizumab infusions who

developed COVID‐19 symptoms. They indicated that despite B‐cell
depletion caused by ocrelizumab, the symptoms of the disease were

significantly reduced few days after hospitalization. They suggested

that the persistence of B cells in secondary lymphoid organs and

reduction in peripheral B cells lead to moderate immune responses in

ocrelizumab‐treated patients.29

Carandini et al. reported a 28‐year‐old female RRMS patient

under the second cycle of alemtuzumab treatment. The mentioned

case showed mild symptoms of confirmed COVID‐19 with normal

oxygen saturation. Although due to the immunosuppressive effect of

alemtuzumab, the blood test revealed severe leukopenia without

elevation of inflammatory factors. This drug leads to the depletion of

CD52‐expressing cells and reduces the lymphocyte trafficking and

activity after each course. However, the patient recovered 2 weeks

later without hospitalization.30 Despite the recent recommendations

by Brownlee et al.,31 about the prohibition of alemtuzumab infusion

in the pandemic status, this patient did not show a severe form of

COVID‐19 infection. However, it should be noted that the patient

was young and had no underlying disease other than MS.30

Guevara et al. published a case report about alemtuzumab

treatment in 32‐year‐old male RRMS patient who was infused with

alemtuzumab two and a half months before COVID‐19 infection.

Despite severe depletion of lymphocyte, B cells, and natural killer

cells were normal and patient showed mild symptoms of COVID‐19
infection. The patient stayed at home until he was recovered.32

Fernández‐Díaz et al. revealed alemtuzumab as a safe drug in

two young RRMS patients under COVID‐19 infection. Both patients

(a female aged 30 and a male aged 43) showed mild clinical symptoms

of COVID‐19. However, one of them due to a significant im-

munosuppression state was hospitalized. They reported that in the

male patient, CD8+‐T cells and CD4+‐T cells were increased after

infection, and in the female patient, monocytes and neutrophils were

enhanced during the acute phase of the infection. They suggested

that these immune cells respond adequately to SARS‐CoV‐2.33

Maghzi et al. reported a case series of five RRMS patients (n = 2

females and n = 3 males), in the age range of 38–79 years, under

teriflunomide therapy. Two of them had other medical conditions

such as hypertension, recurrent urinary tract infection, and depres-

sion. The patients showed mild symptoms of COVID‐19 and all tested

were positive by nasal swab. Their neurologist advised them to

continue the intake of teriflunomide at the same dose. All of the

patients gradually recovered without hospitalization.34 Teriflunomide

is an immune modulator drug that reduces immune activation with-

out cell lysis and immunosuppression. The immune responses and

cytokine storm as a common feature of COVID‐19 infection were

declined in the patients.35

In another case of RRMS patient under teriflunomide therapy,

Möhn et al. reported a 42‐year‐old man who was admitted to the

hospital due to sore throat, weakness, ataxia, nausea, and vomiting.

The chest X‐ray and urine analysis were normal, and inflammatory

parameters were drastically increased. Brain magnetic resonance

imaging showed a new T2 lesion within the right cerebellum, re-

flecting a new relapse. The patient received high‑dose methyl-

prednisolone, and 4 days later, he was ready to be discharged.

However, the next day, he showed worse neurological symptoms,

fever, and hypotension with increased IL‐6 and ferritin. The nasal

swab test confirmed COVID‐19 infection. They assumed that the

patient had both relapse and COVID‐19 infection in the first ad-

mission. However, despite receiving a high dose of methylpredniso-

lone and relapse therapy, he did not show a severe form of

COVID‐19.36

Mantero et al. reported a case series of six RRMS patients (n = 4

females and n = 2 males), in the age range of 37–57 years, under

teriflunomide treatment. All of the patients showed a mild form of

confirmed COVID‐19 infection without lymphopenia, neutropenia, or

leukopenia and recovered progressively in their house.37

Mantero et al. published another case series about seven RRMS

patients (n = 5 females and n = 2 males), in the age range of 23–51

years, treated with dimethyl fumarate (DMF). All of them after

showing the symptoms of dry cough, anosmia, ageusia, fever, asthe-

nia, and shortness of breath were diagnosed with COVID‐19 without

confirmation by nasal swab and chest X‐ray/computed tomography.

They continued their therapy with DMF at the same dose. The

symptoms gradually improved without severe lymphopenia, hospi-

talization, ICU care, and intubation.38 Theoretically, DMF increases

the risk of COVID‐19 infection and severity due to the reduction of

lymphocyte count. However, Brownlee et al.31 have advised DMF as

a safe drug during the COVID‐19 pandemic. It seems that DMF as an

immune modulator agent increases the memory T‐ and B‐cell apop-
tosis, induces Th1 to Th2 shift, and protects from COVID‐19 by re-

ducing cytokine storm.39,40

Dersch et al. reported a 59‐year‐old male RRMS patient with

cladribine therapy 2 weeks before COVID‐19 infection. Despite se-

vere lymphopenia after cladribine therapy and increased
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inflammatory markers, patient showed mild‐to‐moderate symptoms

of infection. Sixteen days after the onset of COVID‐19 infection, the

inflammatory markers were declined and clinical symptoms were

resolved. However, the neurologist postponed the second cycle of

cladribine infusion. Cladribine is an immunosuppressive drug that

reduces the number of B and T cells (5), but cladribine did not cause a

severe form of COVID‐19 in the aforementioned report. It has been

suggested that the severity of COVID‐19 is not directly dependent

on the virus, rather the host response and immune system over-

activation damage different tissues by releasing cytokines.41

De Angelis et al. reported two RRMS patients (a female aged 61

and a male aged 29) under periodic cladribine infusions who devel-

oped COVID‐19 infection. The young man showed mild symptoms of

SARS‐CoV‐2 with lymphopenia; however, he fully recovered without

hospitalization. The old woman had no symptoms of COVID‐19 in-

fection, but her test was positive for nasal swab SARS‐CoV‐2. Both
patients were positive for anti‐SARS‐CoV‐2 IgG antibodies. In this

regard, it seems that cladribine does not increase the severity of

COVID‐19 and does not disturb anti‐SARS‐CoV‐2 antibody produc-

tion. Therefore, it has been suggested that cladribine could be con-

sidered as a proper drug in terms of COVID‐19 vaccination.42

However, the conclusion of this issue may be reversed if addressed

from another perspective. As mentioned above, the severity of COVID‐
19 is associated with the immune response to SARS‐CoV‐2. The inva-

sion of inflammatory cytokines in systemic circulation causes damage to

several tissues, especially lung. IL‐6 is regarded as one of the principal

cytokines that triggers the inflammatory cascade and leads to worse

outcomes in COVID‐19 patients.43 Furthermore, IL‐6 is involved in the

pathogenicity of MS by stimulating T cells to produce IL‐17.44 It has

even been reported that rheumatoid arthritis progressed to MS under

repeated tocilizumab treatment.45 Therefore, it seems that tocilizumab

administration in MS patients with COVID‐19 not only enhances the

severity of COVID‐19, but also exacerbates the MS‐related neurological

manifestations. Giovani et al. mentioned that immunosuppressive and

immune modulator agents could mitigate the severity of COVID‐19.
They suggested that ARDS that occurs in a severe form of COVID‐19 is

an immune‐mediated response. Therefore, reduced severe immune re-

actions against the virus could alleviate the mortality rate in MS pa-

tients under immunosuppressive treatment.12 On the basis of this

evidence, several routine drugs for MS patients are being evaluated to

reduce the severity of COVID‐19.
There are several drugs for MS treatment to prevent relapses

and disability progression.46 The mechanisms of these drugs are

different and complex, and each of them may increase the risk of

infection and reduce the response rate of patients to the therapies.

Therefore, there are several recommendations for the treatment of

the MS patients infected with COVID‐19.
A recent study investigated the risk of infection in the MS

patients under different DMTs including interferon‐beta (IFN‐β),
glatiramer acetate, fingolimod, natalizumab, and rituximab. The in-

creased risk of infection in patients under rituximab treatment and

enhanced antibiotic use was observed in rituximab‐ and natalizumab‐
treated patients. There was no difference between patients receiving

IFN‐β, glatiramer acetate, and fingolimod and no exposure patients.

Furthermore, natalizumab was the only drug associated with a higher

risk of upper respiratory tract infection as compared with no ex-

posure patients. None of the drugs have a significant association with

infection‐related hospitalization.47 Therefore, it seems that DMTs,

especially the first‐generation drugs such as IFN‐β and glatiramer

acetate, are not related to severe infection in MS patients. However,

very recent reports about the risk of COVID‐19 infection in MS

patients demonstrated that there is no correlation between in-

cidences of COVID‐19 in the MS patients.48–50 However, Sahraian

et al.48 showed a higher risk of hospitalization in the MS patients

infected by COVID‐19 as compared with the general population.

IFN‐β and glatiramer acetate are immune modulator drugs

without any immunosuppressive effects. Therefore, these therapies

are considered as safe drugs to start or continue treatment in MS

patients. It has been shown that first‐generation drugs do not in-

terfere with response to the seasonal influenza vaccine.51 Therefore,

it seems promising that their administration will be unrestricted after

the production of the SARS‐CoV‐2 vaccine.

Natalizimab has been introduced as an antagonist of α4 subunit

of the cell adhesion molecule. It has been reported that “very late

antigen 4” (VLA‐4) has a partial effect on the suppression of the

immune system.46 However, it has been shown that natalizimab is a

proper drug to start MS treatment in pandemic status, but previous

studies have reported a higher risk of respiratory infection in

natalizimab‐receiving patients.47,52,53 It has been postulated that

reduced traffic of lymphocytes in the lungs and mucosa may increase

the risk of respiratory infection. The treatment interval for natali-

zumab in MS patients is 4 weeks, but some studies revealed that no

changes occur in MS patient's stability by extending the interval

dosage to 8 weeks. Therefore, it has been recommended that the

treatment interval for natalizumab should be 6 weeks in the pan-

demic situation.28,51 Similarly, the interval between rituximab do-

sages could be increased from 6 months to 9–12 months.51

Rituximab and ocrelizumab as moderate immunosuppressive

drugs have a remarkable effect on B‐cell depletion.4,54 In this regard,

Safavi et al. reported that B cell‐depleting antibodies increase the

incidence of COVID‐19 infection in MS patients. However, this in-

fection was mild to moderate and there was no correlation between

B cell‐depleting antibodies and hospitalization.55 In another study,

Sahraian et al.48 showed that rituximab enhances the rate of COVID‐
19 infection in the MS patients without any effect on the hospitali-

zation rate. However, Crescenzo et al.56 observed no correlation

between specific DMT and a higher risk of COVID‐19 in the MS

patients. Furthermore, it should be noted that rituximab may impair

the response to SARS‐CoV‐2 vaccine, as it has previously impaired

the effect of seasonal influenza vaccine.57,58

The highest risk of infection is due to the immune reconstitution

therapies during the depletion phase of the treatment.57 Cladribine,

alemtuzumab, and hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) are

the most important therapeutic approaches in this category. The men-

tioned therapies lead to complete lymphocyte depletion and increase

the risk of viral infection until the total lymphocyte count reaches over
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1.1 × 109/L, followed by which the infection rate may gradually decrease

and reach the level of normal condition.59 However, as mentioned

above, MS patients under cladribine and alemtuzumab therapies show

mild‐to‐moderate symptoms of COVID‐19 infection.

5 | CONCLUSION

SARS‐CoV‐2 is a pandemic infection and may take several years to

subside. In addition, at best, vaccine production may take 12–18

months. Therefore, failure to use the appropriate dose of the im-

munosuppressive drugs or postponing treatment of MS patients may

have serious consequences on the CNS as a precious tissue. There-

fore, patient's follow‐up and observance of hygienic principles are the

most important strategies to alleviate the SARS‐CoV‐2 infection rate

in the MS patients. Patient's follow‐up is especially important in pa-

tients who have been treated by HSCT, alemtuzumab, and cladribin,

or have other risk factors such as ambulatory status, old age, over-

weight, cancer, diabetes, and heart failure.
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